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Security specialist vacancy in Umm-Said Qatar

Security Specialist We are currently seeking a highly skilled and motivated Security

Specialist to join our team in Umm-Said, Qatar. This position is suitable for men of any

nationality, including Indians, and no English language skills are required. We welcome

applicants without prior experience in the security field, as we provide on-the-job training. As a

Security Specialist, you will be responsible for maintaining the safety and security of our

company's premises and personnel. You will work closely with our security team to monitor

and control access to the facility, conduct regular patrols, and respond to any security

incidents or emergencies. This is a vital role in ensuring the protection of our assets and

people. Key Responsibilities: - Monitor surveillance systems and alarms to identify potential

threats or breaches - Conduct regular patrols within the facility to ensure all areas are secure

- Respond promptly to any security incidents or alarms, taking appropriate action as needed -

Control access to the facility by verifying identification, conducting searches when necessary,

and issuing passes or badges - Collaborate with other team members to develop and

implement security protocols and procedures - Keep accurate records of all security

incidents, daily activities, and equipment maintenance - Conduct regular inspections of fire

systems, emergency exits, and other safety equipment - Stay updated on industry

advancements and best practices in security Requirements: - Must be a male candidate with no

specific nationality preference (Indians preferred)- No prior experience in security required;

on-the-job training will be provided - Ability to communicate effectively in English is not
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mandatory for this position - Physically fit with excellent stamina for patrolling duties -

Strong observation skills with attention to detail - Ability to remain calm under pressure and

react quickly in emergency situations - Must be able to obtain necessary clearances from local

authorities - Willingness to work flexible hours including weekends and holidays Benefits: We

offer a competitive salary package and provide accommodation for our employees. This is an

excellent opportunity for individuals looking to start a career in the security field or for those

seeking a new challenge. You will work in a dynamic and diverse environment where your

skills and contributions will be highly valued. If you are interested in joining our team as a

Security Specialist, please submit your application today. We look forward to hearing from

you! This job has no reviews yet. You can be the first! Job working permit visa fee

Canada in our country $15 minutes ago Training for IT/non-IT professionals in the USA

(students or a bachelor's degree) Users also frequently search in these cities: Subscribe to

our telegram channel @layboard_in #J--Ljbffr
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